
CTR 

n/n 

Sire: CTR Smokin Hot Eagle ApHC #660758
Dam: Silver Cheetah Spot F3

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

CTR Turn & Burn is 15 hands and is a non
beautiful movement. Ben throws tremendous color when paired with a mare who has one or two copies of LP even if she 
only carries one or no copies of PATN1.  If you have an LP/LP mare, this is the one to breed to!
 
Ben has a wonderful foundation Appaloosa personality
wonderful foundation lines such as Solar Flair Eclat, Simcoes Sarcee, Pratt Toby Secret,
Spots, Cedar Ridge Spot, and more.  

Fee is $600, but $500 for ICAA registered mares. We are also willing to discuss pricing depending on the mare you are 
looking to breed to.  Live cover only. 
 
Link to pedigree: https://www.allbreedpedigree.com/ctr+turn+and+burn
 

 
For additional information please contact Chelsea Thornton;

International Colored Appaloosa Assn (ICAA) Stallion Showcase

CTR TURN AND BURN 
 

F4N-2745 
ApHC FPD: 100% 
2012 Black Solid 

5-Panel N/N 
EE, aa, dd, gg 

lp/lp, PATN1/PATN1 
n/n for T, LBO, SB1, SW1, SW2, SW3 

 
CTR Smokin Hot Eagle ApHC #660758 

Silver Cheetah Spot F3-2678, 5 Panel N/N 
 

Fee $600 

CTR Turn & Burn is 15 hands and is a non-characteristic solid black stallion. Ben has excellent 
movement. Ben throws tremendous color when paired with a mare who has one or two copies of LP even if she 

ries one or no copies of PATN1.  If you have an LP/LP mare, this is the one to breed to!

ppaloosa personality. All of his foals have had significant color. Ben carries on some 
Solar Flair Eclat, Simcoes Sarcee, Pratt Toby Secret, Sun Powder Spirit,

 
stered mares. We are also willing to discuss pricing depending on the mare you are 

https://www.allbreedpedigree.com/ctr+turn+and+burn 

Standing to the public at: 
Horse Creek Farm  

thorntonshorsecreekfarm.com 
Arcadia, FL 

Chelsea Thornton; phone: 863-244-2090, or e-mail: chelseadyal@yahoo.com

Stallion Showcase 

 

excellent conformation and 
movement. Ben throws tremendous color when paired with a mare who has one or two copies of LP even if she 

ries one or no copies of PATN1.  If you have an LP/LP mare, this is the one to breed to! 

. All of his foals have had significant color. Ben carries on some 
Sun Powder Spirit, Kaniksus 

stered mares. We are also willing to discuss pricing depending on the mare you are 

chelseadyal@yahoo.com 


